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Explore the best of Europe with confidence!
From London and Paris to Tuscany and Greece, Europe has enough cities and sights to last a lifetime. To make the most of your time, take this fun, straightforward guide with you — and experience new adventures in the Old World.     

Discover     

	Down-to-earth trip-planning advice
	What you shouldn't miss – and what you can skip
	The best hotels and restaurants for every budget
	Handy Post-it® Flags to mark your favorite pages


About the Author
   
Reid Bramblett has lived in Europe on and off since the age of 11, and is the author of ten travel guides, including Frommer’s Tuscany & Umbria and Frommer’s Northern Italy. He is Associate Editor of Budget Travel magazine, the creator of the award-winning TravelTools.net, and a contributor of travel articles to such publications as Newsweek, The Miami Herald, and the Dallas Morning News. When not on the road, he splits his time between New York and his native Philadelphia.
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Developments in Tissue Engineered and Regenerative Medicine Products: A Practical Approach (Woodhead Publishing Series in Biomaterials)Woodhead Publishing, 2012

	Developments in tissue engineered and regenerative medicine products summarizes recent developments in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine with an emphasis on commercialization and product development. Features of current cell therapy and tissue engineered products which have facilitated successful commercialization are emphasized...
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JavaScript Creativity: Exploring the Modern Capabilities of JavaScript and HTML5Apress, 2014

	JavaScript Creativity teaches you how to use every feature of this versatile and powerful language in exciting and creative ways. JavaScript can be used for so much more than simple interactivity. Master your use of canvas, animation, audio and video, 3D visualizations, motion detection and real-time collaboration. In every chapter...
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The .NET Developer's Guide to Directory Services Programming (Microsoft Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
Identity and Access Management are rapidly gaining importance as key areas of practice in the IT industry, and directory services provide the fundamental building blocks that enable them. For enterprise developers struggling to build directory-enabled .NET applications, The .NET Developer’s Guide to Directory Services Programming...
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Distributed Energy Management of Electrical Power Systems (IEEE Press Series on Power and Energy Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2021

	
		Go in-depth with this comprehensive discussion of distributed energy management

	
		Distributed Energy Management of Electrical Power Systems provides the most complete analysis of fully distributed control approaches and their applications for electric power systems available today. Authored by four respected...
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Understanding Criminal Investigation (Wiley Series in Psychology of Crime, Policing and Law)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
This comprehensive volume deciphers investigative process and practice, providing an authoritative insight into key debates and contemporary issues in crime investigations
	Provides critical examination of investigative practice by focusing on the key issues and debates underpinned by academic literature on crime investigation...
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Windpower WorkshopCentre for Alternative Technologies, 2001

	As the true costs of fossil fuels are revealed, the ancient art of windpower is making a steady comeback, and many countries are promoting wind energy generation as part of a drive toward a sustainable future. Yet many environmental enthusiasts prefer a more do-it-yourself approach. Windpower Workshop provides all the essential...
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